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ABSTRAK
Suatu ujian alternatif telah dicadangkan untuk beberapa populasi normal tak homogen dengan

pekilli ubahan malar. Untuk memudahkiln penggunaan kaedah ini satu algoritma penganggaran yang cekap
telah ditunjukkiln bagi min-min, dan bagi matriks varians-kovarians sepadannya. Usaha selanjutnya hanya
dalam membentuk matriks ujian. Kemudian ujian khi kuasa dua dilakukiln dengan nilai yang diperoleh
hasil daripada olahan matriks yang mudah.

ABSTRACT
An alternative test is proposed for some heteroscedastic normal populations with constant coef

ficient of variations. To facilitate the application of the procedure, an efficient estimation algorithm is
shown for its means and the corresponding variance-covariance matrix. The next task is o.lly to form the
test matrix. The chi-square test is then applied using the value obtained through simple matrix manipula
tions.

INTRODUCTION

Suppose that an experiment has been carried out
concerning k normal populations. It is expected
that, due to the conditions of the experiment,
the means differ appreciably between one another,
and that there is no reason to test whether there
exist differences among them, but rather by how
much they would be different, or possibly by what
multiples. The experimenter may also realise from
the samples that the usual homogeneous variance
assumption between the populations may be vio
lated. However, it may be 0 bserved that the ratios
between the variances and the respective means for
the samples are nearly constant throughout the
k sets of observations.

The problem above may fit the model known
as the constant coefficient of variations model.
For the model of this form, suppose that Yij re
presents a random j-th observation for the i-th

population, where j = 1,2, .... , n· and i =1,2, ... ,
k. Here it is assumed that Yr -IN(Ili' a/) such
that c = a/Ili is constant for aM populationS. Under
this set up, the test using the analysis of variance
approach (P. 128 Steel and Torrie, 1960) is not
proper. We propose now a possible alternative
test for the means.

For simplicity we consider only the positive
random variables. The extension to the negative
variables is by a simple addition of a suitable cons
tant to each observation.

THE ESTIMATION

The joint density function is given by
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Jli = yJ-l + 1 + 4--;?(ti
2 + r}Yz]/~2, (2)

i= 1,2, ... ,k.

At the end of the iterations this submatrix
can be estimated easily, that is, by 'substituting
the estimates ;1, J12' ... ,11k , and c into the
elements of the above matrix.

THE TEST

The hypothesis is of the form Ho : C'y = 'Y, where
C is called the test matrix. Since it can b~ shown
h

,.......... I I

t at C !! - A (C!!, C V C), and that V is consis-
tent, then by a well known result, it is true under
Ho that

2J.l~Sc4/n(2c2 + 1) ifr"* s;r, s = 1,2, ... k.

To test the hypothesis about the means, the
estimate of the variance-eovariance matrix be
tween them is necessary. In the present situation
only the asymptotic form is aVjlilable. This is
obtained by inverting the information matrix,
whose (r, s)-th element is EO (-f>2Q/88/J()s)'

where Q is the log-likelihood of () ,given the radom
samples (Huzurbazar, 1949). The elements of the
submatrix, V(kxk) say, corresponding to the k
means, are given by

(a) Let xQ and x be the respective bounds
2 u

for c , and put x = (xQ + x )/2.m u
(b) Check for f(x ) = 0, by F(x )/x = 1.0m m m

± 10-16

If this is satisfied then we say that the solution
has been achieved.

(c) Otherwise determine whether f(x m) is

negative or positive. Set Xu = xm if f(x m) < 0,

and set xQ = x if f(x ) > O.m m
(d) Now put the new xm = (xQ + xu)/2, and

repeat (b) and then (c) in a loop until the criterion
of convergence above is found.

The num ber of iterations usually does not
exceed 10 and it may be as low as 1. The latest
xm is taken........to be the solution for the square of
of C.V., i.e. c2 = xm . Using this value we then
calculate Pi from

v «() =
rs

c2 = n-1 ~n.ljI.2/p.2 ,
ill 1

where -yo = n.-l~y .. ljI.2 =n.-l~(y .. -J.l
1
·)2 and

1 1 IJ' 1 1 j IJ

n = I~ n.. The 'cap' signs are omitted to ease
1 1 1

writing at this stage. Let si2 = ni- f (/ij - y/

2 s2 y -2i"-12 k B l' . t'and t i = i ,. 1 - , , ... , '. y e Imma 109

suitable variables, we can form an equation con
taining only the unknown c, namely,

i = 1,2, .. , , k; and

(c2 +1)J.l. 2 -J.l.Y.-ljI2=0,
1 1 1 1

(n/2)/~n./[ -1 +{l + 4 C2(t2 . + 1}Yz] = c2 . (I)
ill

Here only the positive root of {I + 4c2(\2 + 1) }Yz
is considered. Its admissibility is discussed in
Gerig and Sen (1980) for the two-population
case and we assume the same result applies in the

present situation.
Equation (1) is of the form F( c2) = c2 , and if

we let f(x) = F(x) - x, with x = c2 , then we can
show that f' (x) < a about its zero. We can also
prove that, if t(J) = min [si/Yi' i = 1,.2, .....,k}

and t(k) = max{s/Yi' i = 1,2, ..... k}, then t(l)

< c < t(k)' Hence t(1) and t(k) can be taken as
a lower and an upper; bound for c, respectively.
We are now in a position to apply the method of

bisection to solve equation (1).
The algorithm for computing the zero of f(x)

is given below. It is also true that f(x) is negative
to the left of its zero and positive on the other

side.

A reasonable method of estimation of the para
meters ~ = (J.lI ,J.l2, ... ,J.lk ' c) is by the maximum
likelihood (m.I.) procedure.

There are k + I m.l. equations to be solved
simultaneously. It is impossible to obtain any
closed expressions for the estimates, and even
numerical solutions are tedious. A numerical
solution technique has been proposed in Abd.
Rahman and Gerig (1983). It is very accurate and
is shown to be reliable according to the Monte
Carlo evaluations.

A somewhat simpler version of computing
algorithm is achieved as follows.

The equations to be solved are
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is asymptotically chi-square with r dJ., where r is
the rank of C.

Most mathematical or statistical packages have
subroutines to help solve the matrix algebra that
would lead to the value of L above, including the
rank of C. This value may be compared with the
tabulated chi-square (r dJ.) and hence all appro
priate decisions on Ho could be made.

The application of the proposed test is de
monstrated using the data given by Azen and Reed
(1973), concerning the absorbance values of an
enzyme, leucine amino peptidase, where three
concentration levels are compared. Consider the
following hypothesis:

J.l1 - 2J.l2 = -10

J.l2 - J.l3 = O.

Then the form for Ho : C'f!:. = .r is given by .

lities for this kind of model, the outlined com
puting algorithm is simple enough to be implemen

ted using a number of routines available in those
packages.

The method of bisection used in the estima
tion is a very efficient procedure. The result is
very accurate and is achieved in only a few itera
tions. The initial statistics involve only the sample
means and the sample variances. When the func
tion of the form F(x) = x has been fixed then the
computation is merely a simple routine.

On convergence, the estimate for c.v. is just
the square root of the zero of f(x) = F(x) - x.
The estimates for the means follow. The variance

covariance matrix is formed using the formulae
provided.

From the null hypothesis the test matrix can
be constructed'. Finally, the value of the test
statistic is calculated and compared with the values
of the chi-square from within the package itself,
or from the table.

r -2 O-l-~~J = [-10]

10 -I J.l3 0- -
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and the rank of the test matrix is 2.

CONCLUSION

J4 =120.21 ,i0. =70.42,P3 =69.73 and'Z = 0.035.

(Received 28 January, 1987)
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0.3210
0.0003U

O.9352
0.0004
0.0004

In the above problem, n1 = n2 = n3 = 19.
Using the algorithm indicated earlier we find that

If the model fits the constant c.v. assumption, i.e.
the ratios between the variances and the means
among the various groups of observations seem to
remain homogeneous, then the proposed proce
dure is a very logical alternative. Although popular

statistical packages do not provide computing faci-

The estimate of the variance-covariance matrix
corresponding to the means is

By (3) it is found that L = 19.257 with 2 dJ.
From the chi-square table we conclude that Ho
is rejected at a < 0.005.
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